
Elastic closure keeps 
out cut glass and debris

Padded 
PalmsRINGERS rappelling gloves are the most technically advanced rappelling

gloves available. These gloves were developed in harmony with local 
and government agencies to satisfy the requirements of today’s rescue
and tactical needs. These gloves are also excellent for any kind of rope
handling work. Ship wt. 1 lb.

Specify size: S, M, L, XL, XXL
AW124 Rope  Rescue Gloves $39.95/pr.

Rope Rescue Gloves

Impact-X™ Gloves

Are you still using firefighting gloves for extrication? This superior glove is
made specifically to protect you from the hazards of extrication without
compromising flexibility and design. This anatomic design features
Genuine Nash Clarino®, a state-of-the-art material that’s abrasion resistant
with great grip, sensitivity and dexterity. Totally machine washable to
remove blood-borne pathogens, hydraulic fluids etc. and will not harden
after it gets wet. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW123 Extrication Gloves Long Cuff $49.95/pr.
BG508 Extrication Gloves Short Cuff $49.95/pr.

Tough Armortex® reinforced index finger and thumb joint
Tough Armortex® puncture resistant palm pads
Double Kevlar® Stitched palm pads
Anatomically designed palm pads for unparalleled 
freedom of movement

Specify size: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Extrication Gloves

Specify size:  S, M, L, XL

Unique gel padded rope control channel
Clarino® palm and fingertip patches do not get slippery when wet
Pittards Amortan palm for improved wear
Incredible fingertip dexterity

BB085 Impact-X™ Gloves $16.95/pr.

Xtrication Gloves 

Durable synthetic leather 
palm and fingers
Shock-absorbing gel 
padded palm

Anti-slip palm and 
fingertip patches
Neoprene knuckle protector
Not for fire fighting

Specify size: S, M, L, XL

Abrasion resistant materials have been strategically placed to maximize
hand protection and supply superior grip and dexterity. Our quality 
craftsmanship and ergonomic design provide for unprecedented comfort
during extended wear. Mechflex gloves are highly functional, comfortable
and fashionable. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

A pre-curved, form-fitting extrication glove designed by auto extrication 
specialists. Anatomically-designed glove body is entirely made of 
“air-textured”, high tenacity, genuine DuPont Cordura®. This exceptionally
durable, lightweight material is reinforced with Schoeller-Keprotec at all the
high wear areas. Additionally, glove has vented, form-fitting protective 
rubber guards welded to the backs of all fingers, reflective trim, a brow
wipe and elastic “snuggler” at wrist to repel debris.

AW121 Xtrication Gloves $46.95/pr.

Welded rubber finger guards
Reflective trim
Terry brow wipe
Shelby Velcro® light attachment

AW123
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